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Abstract 
The article surveys the relationship between the characteristic polynomial of a graph G and 
the characteristic polynomials of various modifications of G, including those required for the 
construction of isospectral molecules. The results are described in terms of eutactic stars in 
eigenspaces and are used to provide a geometric characterisation of removal-cospectral sets of 
vertices. 
1. Introduction 
I bring up to date [21, Section 21 and [23, Section 21 with a survey of results on 
the characteristic polynomials of modified graphs which are relevant to the construc- 
tion of isospectral molecules. The results are used to answer a question of Schwenk 
[25] on removal-cospectral sets of vertices (defined in Section 2). The context is the 
representation of a molecule by a finite undirected graph as described in [ 151 and [3, 
Ch. 81. Suffice it to say here that according to Hiickel’s theory of molecular orbitals, 
the possible energy levels of n-electrons in a hydrocarbon molecule are determined 
by the eigenvalues of the graph whose vertices represent the carbon atoms and whose 
edges represent a-electron bonds between atoms. Two such graphs are cospectval if 
they have the same spectrum of eigenvalues; and if further they are non-isomorphic the 
corresponding molecules are said to be isospectral. Some of the chemical properties 
shared by isospectral molecules are listed in [ll], while the survey article [6] includes 
a discussion of the limitations of the Hi.ickel theory. Several authors have constructed 
isospectral molecules using cospectral graphs as building blocks: specific examples may 
be found in [6, 12, 14, 251, while examples of construction techniques appear in what 
follows. 
Let G be a graph with vertices 1,2,. . . , n and (0,l) adjacency matrix A. Thus A = 
(aii) where aij = 1 if i is adjacent to j, and 0 otherwise. We regard the symmetric 
matrix A as a matrix with real entries, and so A has a spectral decomposition A = 
PIP1 +. . . + pmP,,, where the real numbers ~1,. , pm are the distinct eigenvalues of A 
and Pi represents the orthogonal projection on to the eigenspace &(pi) associated with 
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pj (i = 1 ,. . . ,m). If &(pi) has dimension ki then (x - pi)k(x - ,u~)~J . . .(x - ,LL,)~~ =
det(x1 -A); and since this polynomial is independent of the ordering of vertices it is 
called the characteristic polynomial of G, written &(x). Various means of computing 
&(x) may be found in [18, 19, 24, 281. 
The formulae of Section 2 below provide sufficient conditions for one pair of cospec- 
tral graphs to be constructed from another by means of basic modifications such as 
the addition or deletion of an edge or vertex. The following three results are chosen 
to illustrate the role of such modifications in more elaborate constructions. 
First we have a result of Heilbronner [lo], proved using an appropriate Laplacian 
determinantal expansion. If HuvK denotes the graph obtained from the disjoint graphs 
H, K by adding an edge joining the vertex u of H to the vertex u of K then 
Chuck = ~H(Xb/w) - b-u(XMK--v(x), 
where for example H-u denotes the graph obtained from H by deleting vertex u and 
all edges incident with U. In the simple case that K consists of a single vertex the 
corresponding equation may be written 
4H,(X) = -@H(X) - h-u(x) (1.1) 
where H, denotes the graph obtained from H by adding a pendant edge at the vertex u. 
Secondly, Schwenk [24] dealt with a graph G obtained from disjoint graphs H,K 
by coalescing (i.e. amalgamating) the vertex u of H with the vertex v of K. In this 
situation, 
$G(x) = 4H(Xh#‘K--o(X) + 6H--u(X)ddX) - X~H--U(~)~K--V(~)~ 
Thirdly if we coalesce edges instead of vertices we obtain the following formula [l], 
where now H, K are graphs (each with at least 3 vertices) such that H n K consists of 
the single edge uv (together with the vertices U, v): 
4 H UK(X) = +(H UK)--u&) + +H--u-&b/k-u--v(X) 
+~H--u-“(X){&&) - &--u”(X)} 
+&--u--v(X){#‘H(X) - 6H--uv(X)), 
where H - uv denotes the graph obtained from H by deleting the edge uv. Further 
results along these lines may be found in [9]. 
Here we discuss the characteristic polynomials of modified graphs in the geometrical 
context of eutactic stars [27] defined in each eigenspace. To within a scalar multiple, a 
eutactic star in a subspace U of an inner product space V is the orthogonal projection 
onto U of an orthonormal set of vectors in V. Thus for each i E { 1,. . . , m} we have 
in &(pi) a eutactic star Yi consisting of the vectors Piei,. . . , Pie,, where {ei, . . . , e,} 
is the standard orthononnal basis of R”. For a subset S of vertices of G, let PF be 
the Gram matrix of the vectors Piej (j E S). (Thus Pf is just the principal submatrix 
of Pi whose rows and columns are indexed by S.) Now suppose that the graph G’ is 
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obtained from G by some modification local to S. We shall see that in many cases 
the characteristic polynomial of G’ is determined by that of G together with the Gram 
matrices Pf (i = 1,. . , m). For some modifications, less information suffices-as for 
example when G’ is obtained from G by adding a vertex adjacent to each vertex in S 
(Section 2.8). 
What is frequently required in practice is a means of finding the characteristic poly- 
nomial of G’ from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of G. Accordingly we note that 
the Gram matrices P” are readily calculated from an orthonormal basis of eigenvalues 
of G, say {XI,..., x,} where the vectors xh (h E Ri) form an orthonormal basis for 
C?(/LLi) (i = l,..., m). For let xh = (tth,tzh,. ,tnh)T (h = 1,. . . ,n), SO that ej . xh = 
t/h (j = 1,. , n). Then ej = xi=, t,f,xh,Piej = c htR, tjhxh and the (u,v)-entry pi! Of 
P, is given by 
&pl 
La = c tub bh . 
hER, 
Finally we note that given the spectrum of G, knowledge of piA (i = 1,2,. , m) 
is equivalent to knowledge of ai:’ (k = 0, 1, . . , m - 1 ), where a’,k,’ is the number of 
u - 2’ walks in G of length k. This follows from the relations 
Ak=~~P,+~~P2+...+~~P, (k=O,l,...,m-1) (1.2) 
for if we equate (u,v) entries in (1.2) we obtain (cf. [2, Eq. (5.6)]): 
a~~)=~~p~~+~~~~~]+...+~~p~] (k=O,l,...,m-1). 
We shall make use of this relation in the next section. 
(1.3) 
2. Modifications of a graph 
2.1. Deletion of a vertex 
In the notation of Section 1, we have 
(xZ -A)-’ = 2(x - pi)-‘Pi, 
i=l 
(2.1) 
whence adj(xZ -A) = c&(x) x:=,(x - pi)-‘Pj. On equating (u, u)-entries we have the 
following result of Godsil and McKay [8]: 
c#&u(x) = @G(X) 2 g. 
i=l 
(2.2) 
The lengths llPieuII (i = 1,2,..., m) are called the angles of G at vertex U. It follows 
from Eq. (2.2) that if G, G’ are cospectral graphs with vertices u, u’, respectively, then 
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the graphs G - u, G’ - u’ are cospectral if and only if the angles of G at u coincide 
with the angles of G’ at u’ (cf. [ll, p. 1011). 
In view of Eq. (1.1) we can deal also with the addition of a pendant edge [4, 
Proposition 81: 
4G,(X) = +G(X) 
Remark. Another consequence of Eq . (2.2) is that the multiplicity (possibly zero) 
of pi as an eigenvalue of G - u is ki - 1 if Pie, is non-zero. Since the vertex u 
may indeed be chosen such that Pie,, # 0, we may repeat the argument ki - 1 times to 
establish the existence of a set Xi of just k, vertices such that pi is not an eigenvalue of 
G -Xi. It is shown in [5] that Xi,. . .,X, can be chosen disjoint; and then the vectors 
Piej (j E Xi) form a basis of &pi) (i = 1,. . . ,m). In this situation the partition 
X, 0. . CJX, = {1,2,..., n} is called a star partition of the vertices of G. 
2.2. Deletion of any subset of vertices 
(2.3) 
To investigate &__S(x), where S is an arbitrary subset of vertices of G, we write 
xl-A= and (xZ -A)-’ = 
where the rows and columns of K and K” are indexed by S. Then 
(:;)=(“dY)(:;)- 
whence det(N) = det(K*) det(x1 -A). As noted by Godsil [7], this argument of Jacobi 
shows that &.__S(x) = det(K*)&(x). N ow from Eq. (2.1) we have K* = Cy!,(x - 
pi)-‘Pf’ and SO 
~G__s(X) = +G(X) det 
i 
2(X - pi)-lPf 
1 
. 
i=l 
In the case that S = {u, v}, Eq. (2.4) becomes 
(2.4) 
+G-u-dX) = '$G(x) { ( “) (qT$J - (qg’}. (2.5) T x _ cli 
We use Eq. (2.5) to obtain a geometric characterization of removal-cospectral sets 
of vertices, defined as follows [25]. Let U, U’ be non-empty subsets of vertices of the 
graphs G, G’, respectively. The sets U, Uf are said to be removal-cospectral if there 
exists a bijection u H u’ between U and U’ such that the graphs G -X and G’ -X’ 
are cospectral for every subset X of U. The case X = 4 shows that in this situation G 
and G’ are cospectral. In order to describe our result, suppose that G, G’ are cospectral 
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graphs with eigenspaces G(pi),6’(pi) respectively, and let P,, Qi respectively be the 
orthogonal projections onto &(pi), &‘(pi) (i = 1,2,. . . , m). For any non-empty subset 
W of { 1,2,. . . ,n} let Yi( W) be the star with arms Piew (w E W) and let Y:(W) 
be the star with arms Qrew (w E IV). The star sequences 9’,(U), . . . ,9,(U) and 
9’,( U’), . . . , sPk( U’) are said to be unzformly congruent if there exist isometries V, : 
&(pj) + &/(/ii) (i = 1,2,. . . , m) and a bijection II H u’ between U and U’ such that 
Vi(Pie,) = Qieuf for all u E U (i = 1,2,. . . , m). We can now give a characterization 
of removal-cospectral sets as sought by Schwenk [25, Question 21. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G, G’ be cospectral graphs (with m distinct eigenvalues, in or- 
der) and let U, U’ be non-empty sets of vertices in G,G’ respectively. The sets 
U, U’ are removal-cospectral if and only if the star sequences 94p1(U), . , Y,(U) 
and 9; (U’), . ,9’;( U’) are uniformly congruent. 
Proof. Suppose first that the given star sequences are uniformly congruent, and let 
4;; denote the (h,k)-entry of Qi. Then pi! = q!;,, for all U, v E U (i = 1,2,. . , m), 
and so Py = Q,“’ (i = 1,2 , . . . ,m). It now follows from Eq. (2.3) that U, U’ are 
removal-cospectral sets. 
The converse is immediate from Eq. (2.2) if II/l = IU’l = 1, so suppose now that 
U, U’ are removal-cospectral sets of size at least two, with u c--t u’ the corresponding 
bijection. Considering singleton subsets of U we have from Eq. (2.2) that p$ = q$,, 
for all u E U (i = 1,2,... ,m). From Eq. (2.5) we have 
for each pair {u, v} C U. 
Hence either pi: = qt?,, (i = 1,2,. . .,m) or p;J = -q$l”, (i = 1,2,. . . ,m) for each 
pair {u, v} C_ U. We rule out the second possibility by appealing to Eq. (1.3) which 
shows that the sign of p:A (i = 1,2,. . ,m) is determined by the requirement that 
cy!, u;kp!J 3 0 for all k E (0, 1 , . . . , m - 1). [Note that if cyZ, u:pLi = 0 for all 
k E {O,l,..., m - 1) then p:i = 0 (i = 1,2 ,..., m).] Since the numbers &,lU, (i = 
1,2,. . . , m) are subject to the same constraints, necessarily p$ = qFja, (i = 1,2,. . . , m). 
It follows that for each i E { 1,2,. . . , m} the Gram matrices PY,Qr’ coincide. Hence 
for each i E {1,2,..., m} there exists an isometry Vi : &(pi) + &‘(pi) such that 
V;(Pie,) = Qie,f for all u E U. q 
Remark. The foregoing arguments provide not only an alternative proof but a geo- 
metrical explanation of the result [7, Theorem 3.51 that U, U’ are removal-cospectral 
if and only if r, T’ are removal-cospectral for all subsets T of U of size at most 
two. 
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2.3. Deletion of an edge 
Let uv be an edge of the graph G, where without loss of generality we take u = 
1, v = 2. Then the adjacency matrix A of G has the form 0 1 r* 
[ 1 1 0 ST Y s A’ 
where A’ is the adjacency matrix of G - u - v. Now by columnwise linearity we have 
x 0 -y* x -I -rT 0 -1 -y* 
det(xZ - A) = 0 x -s* + 1 0 -ST +-10 -ST 
-r -sxI-A’ 0 0 XI-A’ -r 0 XI-A’ 
0 -1 -rT 
+-1x -ST ) 
0 -sxI-A’ 
that is 
@G(x) = +G-I&) + d'G--u--v(X) - 2$,"(s)> (2.6) 
where $Uv(x) denotes the (u, v)-entry of adj(x1 -A). Since adj(xZ -A) = &(x)(x1 - 
A)-’ we have: 
$G--u&) = 6G(x)- ~G-u-o(*)+~~G~~~~-&. (2.7) 
It now follows from Eq. (2.5) and (2.7) that &-U0(x) is determined by C&(x) and 
the Gram matrices P!“” I (i = 1,. . , m). 
2.4. Amalgamation of two non-adjacent vertices 
I 
ket.u, v be.non-adjacent vertices of the graph G, where without loss of generality 
we take i = 1, v = 2. In this case A has the form 
0 0 r* 
[ 1 oos* ) r s A’ 
where A’ is the adjacency matrix of G - u - v. If G* denotes the multigraph 
from G by amalgamating u and v then the adjacency matrix A* of G* is 
0 rT+sT 
r+s A’ 1 ’ 
obtained 
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If we now expand det(xI - A*) using linearity in the first row and first column we 
obtain 
d)G*(X) = $G--u(X) + 4G-“(x) - x$G--u--v(x) - 21cIu&), (2.8) 
where again $&x) denotes the (u, v)-entry of adj(xI - A). As before it follows that 
$G* (x) is determined by &(x) and the Gram matrices I’!U’“) (i = 1,. . . , m). 
2.5. Contraction of an edge 
In the notation of Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the multigraph obtained from G by con- 
tracting the edge uu is just (G - UU)*. On applying Eq. (2.8) to G - uv we find 
that 
&G-u”)*(X) = 4G--u(X) + 4G-V(X) - x~G-u-v(x) + 2 OS ,y’,, 
“(Xl 
cb(G-u”)*(x) = 6G-u(x) + +G-V(X) - (x - 2)4G--u--v(X) - 2$,,(x). (2.9) 
Thus the characteristic polynomial of (G - UU)* also is determined by &(x) and 
the Gram matrices I’!““) I (i = 1,. . . , m). 
Remark. If we eliminate $&x) from Eq. (2.6) and (2.9) then we obtain the Deletion 
Contraction Algorithm for graphs [ 181: 
$G(X) = dG-t&x> + +(G-uv)* (x) + (x - 1)4G--u--v@) 
-$G-I&> - $G-dx). (2.10) 
The general form of the algorithm [18, Theorem 1.31 provides a recursive means of 
computing the characteristic polynomial of an arbitrary multigraph G: 
4G(x> = 6G-[u”](X) + &(G-[u”])*(x) + m(x - ~)d)G--u--v(X) 
-m@G--u(X) - m$G-&). (2.11) 
Here m is the number of edges joining u and v, and G - [uu] denotes the multigraph 
obtained from G by deleting all of these edges. 
2.6. Subdivision of an edge 
Let G,, be the graph obtained from G by subdividing the edge uv, and let w be the 
vertex of subdivision. On applying Eq. (2.9) to G,, and the edge uw we obtain [18, 
Proposition 1.71: 
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d%.,-(X) = +G(x) + (x - lhk-u”(x) - $G--u(X) - 6G--V(X) + @G--u--v(X). (2.12) 
Here we make use of Eq. (1.1) to express the characteristic polynomial of G,, - uw 
as x$~_~~(x) - &&x), and that of G,, - u as X&~(X) - c#+_~_~(x). 
In view of the results of Sections 2.1-2.3, we see from Eq. (2.12) that the charac- 
{‘.‘} teristic polynomial of G,, is determined by &(x) and the Gram matrices Pi (i = 
l,...,m). 
2.7. Addition of an edge 
Let u, v be non-adjacent vertices of the graph G and let G + uv be the graph obtained 
from G by adding the edge uv. On applying Eq. (2.10) to the graph G+uu we obtain 
&+uu(X) = 6G(X) + ~G*(x> + (X - ~)~G-~-u(X> - 4G-&> - +G-&). (2.13) 
It now follows from Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 that c&+~“(X) is determined by &(X) 
and the Gram matrices P!““) I (i = 1 3. . . , m). 
2.8. Addition of a vertex 
Let S be a non-empty subset of vertices of the graph G, and let G’ be the graph 
obtained from G by adding a new vertex whose neighbours are the vertices in S. It 
was shown in [22] that the characteristic polynomial of G’ is determined by &(x) and 
the numbers pi,..., pm where pi = 11 xRES Pick I/. Explicitly, 
$p(X) = C$c(X){x - 2(X -b-‘P?) 
i=l 
(2.14) 
To see this, let Y = CkES C?k so that G’ has adjacency matrix 
0 yT 
( > rA ’ 
We order the eigenvalues ~1,. . . , pm so that Piv # 0 if and only if i E { 1,2,. . . ,s}, 
and we let M(x) be the matrix x:=,(x - pi)-‘Pi. The equation x = vTM(x)r has 
s + 1 different solutions i E R \ {pi,. . . , pL,}, and these are eigenvalues of G’ with 
corresponding eigenvectors (1 A4(A)r)T. For comparison with Eq. (2.14) note that 
X - rTA4(x)r = X - 2(X - /li)-‘/lf. 
i=l 
Secondly we observe that 
if and only if rTx = 0 and Ax = ,ux. It follows that if W = (r)l then the multiplicity 
(possibly zero) of pi as an eigenvalue of G’ is dim(B(pi) n W), that is, /$ if Pir = 0 
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and ki - 1 if Pir # 0. This accounts for a further n - s eigenvalues of G’, and 
their multiplicities are precisely those of the ,Ui as roots of the polynomial (p~(x){x - 
cs=i(x - ~~,)-‘p~}. Thus all n + 1 roots of this manic polynomial are eigenvalues of 
G’ and we have established Eq. (2.14). 
Remark. When S = {u}, Eq. (2.14) reduces to Eq. (2.3). The case in which IS/ = 2 
also was considered earlier [14, 201: if S = {u, u} then the new vertex is called a 
bridging uertex between u and u, and we write G’ = G(u, 0). If {ui , 01 } and (~2, ~2) 
are pairs of vertices in cospectral graphs Gr, G2 and if the graphs Cl (~1, ~1 ), Gz(u~, ~2) 
are cospectral then {u~,ui}, {z.Q,u~} are said to be isospectral pairs. In effect, Lowe 
and Soto [14] noted that a necessary and sufficient condition for {ui, VI} and (~2, ~2) 
to be isospectral in cospectral graphs is that for each i, the orthogonal projections of 
e,, + e,, and eUZ + ev2 onto the ith eigenspace are of equal length. Eq. (2.14) shows 
that this observation may be extended to isospectral sets of arbitrary size. 
3. Some global modifications 
In Section 2 we discussed various modifications local to a subset S which for the 
most part consisted of just one or two vertices. In Section 2.8 however we may take 
S = {I,... ,n} to derive the characteristic polynomial of the join K1 v G, the graph 
obtained from G by adding a new vertex adjacent to each vertex of G. Thus we have 
(3.1) 
where pi = IIPijll/fi (i = 1,. . . ,m). The numbers fl,, . . . ,Pm are called the main angles 
of G [2, Section 51: they are the cosines of the angles between j (the main direction) 
and the eigenspaces of G. 
Both K1 v G and the complement G may be regarded as global modifications of G, 
and in each case the resulting characteristic polynomial is determined by the spectrum 
and main angles of G. For K1 v G this follows immediately from Eq. (3.1), while for 
G we have the following result from [2, p.1671: 
c$&)=(-l)n$G(-x- 1) (3.2) 
For an alternative proof of (3.2) we observe that ?? has adjacency matrix J - I -A 
and characteristic polynomial (- 1)” det{ (-x - 1 )Z - A + J}, where each entry of J is 
1. Hence 4&x) = (-l)“[&(-x - 1) + xadj {(-x - 1)1 -A}], where Cadj denotes 
the sum of entries in the adjoint matrix (cf. [4, Theorem 51). This sum is expressible 
as &(-x - l)jT{(-x - 1)Z - A}-‘j, or -&-x - l)CT!, llPij112(x + 1 + pi)-‘, and 
so Eq. (3.2) follows. The Seidel adjacency matrix of G is t(J - I - 2A) and so a 
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near-identical argument yields the following expression [2, p. 1671 for the characteristic 
polynomial of this matrix: 
(3.3) 
Finally we relate these results to the derived eigenvalues of G introduced recently 
by Neumaier [16]. These are defined as the roots of the polynomial P&C), where 
Thus P&x) = ~K,~G(x) - x&(x) and from Eq. (3.1) we have 
PC(X) = -n&(x)-g- JL 
i=l X-k’ 
(3.4) 
In view of Eq. (3.1)<3.4) we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. For a graph G with given spectrum, the following items of information 
are equivalent: (1) the main angles of G, (2) the spectrum of K,vG, (3) the spectrum 
of c?, (4) the Seidel spectrum of G, (5) the derived spectrum of G. 0 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that the use of one of the alternative spectra 
specified in (2)-(5) as a test for non-isomorphism of cospectral graphs (cf.[17]) is 
equivalent to the use of main angles as a means of distinguishing such graphs. In the 
notation of Section 1 we have Pij = ~~=, xhER, J t ‘hxh and so the main angles are readi- 
ly calculated from an orthonormal basis {xi,. . . , x,} consisting of eigenvectors of G. 
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